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Dynamical Analysis of Linear Passive Networks with 
Ideal Diodes. Part I: Well-posedness 

W.P.M.H. Heemels* M.K. Qamhbelt J .M. Schumachert 

Abstract 

The use of time-stepping methods for the simulation of the transient behaviour of circuit 
models with ideal diodes is by now well established. Little study has been made so far of 
the question in what sense the approximated time functions converge to the true solution 
of the network model. To answer this, one of course needs to establish first what should 
be understood by the transient "true solution" of such a network of a mixed discrete and 
continuous nature. In this paper we develop a solution concept and we prove that under mild 
conditions solutions exist, are unique, and are continuous except for a (possible) jump at the 
initial time. In a companion paper we discuss the convergence of a time-stepping algorithm. 

1 Introduction 

Nowadays switches like thyristors and diodes are used in electrical networks for a great variety of 
applications in both power engineering and signal processing. For the simulation of the transient 
behavior of such networks the switches are often modeled ideally [3,27,33,45,48]. It is well
known that ideal modeling causes the network model to be of a mixed discrete and continuous 
nature. In particular, the circuit evolves through multiple topologies (modes) depending on the 
(discrete) states of the diodes. The mode transitions are triggered by inequalities and may result 
in discontinuities and Dirac impulses in the network's variables, see e.g. [11,27,29,33,41,45,48]. 
Several numerical methods have been proposed to deal with these phenomena and simulation 
of circuits with nonsmooth characteristics is well established by now [3,4,14,24,25,27,38]. 

However, little attention has been paid to the question if and in what sense the computed time 
functions converge to the true solution of the network modeL The simulation methods can be 
distinguished in two categories depending on whether or not the software attempts to find the 
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exact times at which events take place. The convergence of "event-tracking" methods might be 
inferred from a combination of standard results on the convergence of numerical algorithms for 
root finding and for simulation of smooth dynamical systems. For "time-stepping" methods, 
which are popular alternatives to event-tracking methods in a number of applications [4,24,38], 
the issue of convergence is less clear. It is the objective of this paper and the companion paper [6J 
to provide a rigorous basis for the use of time-stepping methods in the simulation of internally 
switched electrical circuits. 

Before we are able to prove consistency - convergence of the approximated time functions to 
the exact solution of the network model ~ of a numerical routine, we have to establish what is 
meant by a transient "true solution" of a dynamical network with ideal diodes. In this paper we 
provide a mathematical framework that allows the precise formulation of a solution concept for 
these continuous/discrete networks. The framework will be borrowed from the theory of linear 
complementarity systems [20,22,26,42,43]. These systems can be seen as dynamical extensions 
of the linear complementarity problem [9], which (together with a number of variants) has been 
used extensively in the study of piecewise-linear electrical networks [4, 10,14,23-25,44, 46J. 

The definition of true solutions is coupled to the question of well-posed ness, Le., existence and 
uniqueness of solutions of the network model. Much effort has been invested in conSidering 
existence and uniqueness of solutions to static (DC) models of electrical networks [7,8,15-
17,30,31,35,36,39,40]. For the dynamic equivalent, the classical theory of ordinary differential 
equations guarantees existence and uniqueness of solutions under a Lipschitz continuity condition 
(see e.g. [47]). Here however we will be considering networks containing ideal diodes, for which 
such conditions are not fulfilled. The only papers known to the authors dealing with well
posedness for dynamic circuits containing non-Lipschitz elements are [12,32J. However, the 
obtained results in [12, 32] do not cover the networks considered here, since an ideal diode 
cannot be reformulated as a current or voltage-controlled resistor. 

The main purposes of the paper are the following. 
(i) Define a mathematically precise solution concept for linear passive networks with diodes. 
(ii) Prove (global) existence and uniqueness of solutions. 
(iii) Establish regularity properties of the solutions. In particular, it will be rigorously proven 
that derivatives of Dirac impulses do not occur (even for inconsistent initial states) and Dirac 
impulses occur only at the initial time. Moreover, it will turn out that the set of switching times 
is a right-isolated set, meaning that following all time instants there exists a positive length time 
interval in which the diodes do not change their state. The companion paper [6] will use the 
obtained results to prove consistency of a transient simulation technique based on time-stepping. 

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 linear passive networks with diodes will be 
reformulated as linear complementarity systems. In Section 3, we describe the evolution of the 
network model within a given mode (Le., with a fixed state of the diodes). Next, an extension 
of the linear complementarity problem wiH be introduced, which will play an important role in 
the proof of well-p osed ness. In Section 5 the solution concept is introduced and the proof of 
global well-posed ness is presented. Finally, we state the conclusions. 

The following notations will be in force. N denotes the set of natural numbers {a, 1,2, ... }, lR the 
real numbers, lR+ the nonnegative real numbers (including zero) and C the complex numbers. For 
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a positive integer I, [ denotes the set {I, 2, ... ) I}. If a is a (column) vector with k components, 
we denote its i-th component by ai. MT is the transpose of the matrix M E <Cffixn and M* 
denotes the complex conjugate transpose. A (not necessarily symmetric) matrix 11'1 E <cmxm is 
called nonnegative definite and we write 11'1 ~ 0 ifRe x* Mx = ~x*(M +M*)x ~ 0 for all x E CU. 
In case strict inequality holds for all nonzero vectors x, we call the matrix positive definite and 
write M > O. By I we denote the identity matrix of any dimension. Given M E Rkxl and two 
subsets I ~ k and J ~ I, the (I, J)-submatrix of 11'1 is defined as MIJ := (Mij)iEI,jEJ. In case 
J I, we also write MI •. If I k, the notation M.J is sometimes used. 

By JR(s) we denote the field of real rational functions in one variable. M(s) E RkXI(s) means 
that M(s) is a k x I matrix with entries in JR(s). A rational vector or matrix is called (strictly) 
proper, if for all entries the degree of the numerator is smaller than or equal to (strictly smaller 
than) the degree of the denominator. 

A vector u E Rk is called nonnegative (positiveL and we write u ~ 0 (u > 0), if Ui ~ 0 (Ui > 0) 
for aU i E k. If two vectors u, y E Rk are orthogonal, i.e., u T y = 0, we write ul.y. We write 
u(s)l.y(s) for two rational vectors u(s), y(s) E Rk(s), ifuT(s)y(s) 0 for aU s E <C. 

The set of arbitrarily often differentiable functions from R to Rm is denoted by Goo(R; Rm) . 
.ci(to) tl) denotes the set of all measurable functions v from (to, tl) to Rk for which the integral 
ItOl IIv( r) 11

2dr is finite. 

2 Linear passive networks with ideal diodes 

As mentioned in e.g. [4,25] linear electrical networks consisting of (linear) resistors, inductors, 
capacitors, gyrators, transformers (RLCGT) and ideal diodes can be described in a complemen
tarity formulation. Indeed, the RLCGT-network can be described by the state space model 

x(t) 

yet) 

Ax(t) + Bu(t) 

Gx(t) + Du(t) 

(Ia) 

(Ib) 

uncler suitable conditions (the network does not contain all-capacitor loops or nodes with the 
only elements incident being inductors). See chapter 4 in [1] for more details. In (1) A E Rnxn , 
B E Rnxk, G E Rkxn and DE Rkxk denote real matrices of appropriate dimensions. Moreover, 
the pair (Ui, Yi) denotes the voltage-current variables at the connections to the diodes, Le., 

where Vi and h are the voltage across and current through the i-th diode, respectively. The 
ideal diode characteristics are described by the relations 

(2) 

as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: The ideal diode characteristic. 

By suitable substitutions the following system description is obtained: 

x(t) 
y(t) 

o ~ yet) .1 

Ax(t) + Bu(t) 

ex(t) + Du(t) 

u(t) ~ o. 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(3e) 

In this formulation t E R+ denotes the time variable, x(t} the state, and u(t) and yet) the 
complementarity variables at time t. The system (3) is called a linear complementarity system. 
System descriptions of this form were introduced in [42] and were further studied in [20,22,26,43]. 
We use the notation LCS(A, B, e, D) to indicate the system given by (3). Note that (3c) is 
equivalent to 

for all i E k. 

Since (3a)-(3b) is a model for the RLCGT-multiport network consisting of resistors, capacitors, 
inductors, gyrators and transformers, the quadruple (A, B, e, D) is passive (or in the terms 
of [49], dissipaUve with respect to the supply rate u T y) in the following sense. 

Definition 2.1 [49] A system (A, B, e, D) given by (1) is called passive, or dissipative with 
respect to the supply rate u T y, if there exists a nonnegative function V : Rn -+ R+, (a storage 
function), such that for aH to ~ tl and all time functions (u, x, y) E ..c~+n+k (to, t d satisfying (1) 
the following inequality holds: 

l
tl 

V(x(to)) + u T (t)y(t)dt ~ V(x(td). 
to 

The above inequality is called the dissipation inequality. The storage function represents a notion 
of "stored energy" in the network. 

A technical assumption that we will often use is the foHowing. 

Assumption 2.2 B has full column rank and (A, B, e) is a minimal representation, i.e., the 
matrices [B AB ... An-l B] and [eT AT e T ... (AT)n-1eT] have full rank. 

The minimality of the system description CA, B, C) is standard in the literature on dissipative 
dynamical systems, see e.g. [49]. The following proposition gives several equivalent characteri
zations of passivity. 
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Proposition 2.3 [49J Consider a system (A, B, C, D) in which (A, B, C) is a minimal repre
sentation. The following statements are equivalent. 

• (A, B, C, D) is passive. 

• The transfer matrix G(s) := C(sI-A)-l B+D is positive real, i.e., X*[G(A)+G*(A)]X ;;?; 0 
for all complex vectors x and all A E C such that Re A > 0 and A is not an eigenvalue of 
A. 

• The matrix inequalities 

(4a) 

and 

(4b) 

have a solution K. 

Moreover, in case (A,B,C,D) is passive, all solutions to the linear matrix inequalities (4) are 
positive definite and K is a solution to (4a) if and only if V(x) ~x T Kx defines a storage 
function of the system (A, B, C, D) . 

We note the following consequence of the definition of passivity, which will be used below. 

Lemma 2.4 Consider a system (A, B, C, D) in which (A, B, C) is a minimal representation 
and (A,B,C,D) is passive. [fv E]Rk satisfies (D + DT)v 0 (or equivalently, vTDv = 0), 
then CT v == K Bv for any K satisfying (4a). 

Proof. According to Proposition 2.3, passivity of the system implies the existence of a symmetric 
K > 0 such that 

(5) 

Premultiplication of (5) by hz T V T) and postmuitiplication by hz T V T) T for arbitrary z E ]R'n 

and "f E R yields 

due to (D + DT)v O. Considering this expression as an inequality for a quadratic form in ,,/, 
we find that z T(KB CT)v O. Since z is arbitrary, we obtain 

(6) 

o 
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3 Dynamics in a given mode 

Equation (3c) implies that, for all t, and for every i 1, . " ,k Ui(t) = 0 or Yi(t) = 0 must be 
satisfied (diode is conducting or blocking). This results in a multimodal system with 2k modes, 
where each mode is characterized by a subset [ of k, indicating that Yi(t) ° if i E [ and 
Ui (t) = ° if i E [C with IC : = {i E k I i rt I}. For each such mode (also called "topology," 
"configuration," or "discrete state") the laws of motion are given by differential and algebraic 
equations (DAEs). Specifically, in mode I they are given by (we omit the time arguments for 
brevity) 

± Ax+Bu (7a) 

Y = Cx+Du (7b) 

Yi 0, i E [ (7c) 

Ui 0, i E [c. (7d) 

The mode will vary during the time evolution of the system (diodes go from conducting to 
blocking or vice versa). The system evolves in a certain mode as long as the inequality conditions 
in (3c) are satisfied. At the event of a mode transition, the system may in principle display 
jumps of the state variable x. Jumping phenomena are well-known in the theory of unilaterally 
constrained mechanical systems [5], where at impacts the change of velocity of the colliding 
bodies is often modelled as being instantaneous. These discontinuous and impulsive motions 
are also observed in electrical networks (see e.g. [11,27,29,33,41,45,48]) and consequently, a 
distributional framework will be needed to obtain a mathematically precise solution concept. We 
restrict ourselves to the Dirac distribution denoted by 0 and its derivatives, where J(i) denotes 
the i-th (distributional) derivative of O. 

Definition 3.1 [18] An 'impulsive-smooth distribution is a distribution u of the form u 
Uimp + U 7•eg , where 

• Uimp is a linear combination of 0 and its derivatives, Le., 

l 
""' -iA(i) Uimp = L...,; U u 

i=O 

£ -i TfJJk' Old lor vectors u E.IK, ~ = ,..., an 

• ureg is an arbitrarily often differentiable function from (0, (0) to]Rk such that u~:J(O+) := 
d'" limt..j.o a;::.eg (t) exists and is finite for all m = 0,1, 2, .... 

The class of impulsive-smooth distributions is denoted by cinp' For a distribution u E Cinpl 
Uimp is called the impulsive part and ul 'eg is called the smooth part. In case Uimp = 0 we call U 

a regular or smooth distribution. If the Laplace transform of an impulsive-smooth distribution 
is rational, we call the distribution of Boht type or a Baht distribution. For a smooth Bohi 
distribution, we will use the term Bohi function. 
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We also would like to introduce the notion of the derivative of an impulsive-smooth distribution. 

Definition 3.2 Let U be an impulsive-smooth distribution that can be written as U = Uimp+Ureg , 

where 

I 

'" U-ir(i) Uimp ,L.; U 

i=O 

for vectors u- i E jRk, i = 0, ... ,l and Ureg is the smooth part. The derivative of U is denoted by 
U and defined by 

I 

11 L u-i 8(i+l) + ureg (0+)8 + Ureg ' 

i=O 

where ureg denotes the usual derivative of a function on (0,00). 

(8) 

Lemma 3.3 Consider the matrices A E jRnxn, BE jRnxk, C E lRkxn and D E jRkxk such that 
Ass'umption 2.2 is sat1.sfied and (A, B, C, D) represents a pass'ive system. Then the follOWing 
holds. 

1. For all I ~ k and for all initiat states Xo, there exists a unique solution (u, x, y) E C~;+k 
satisfying the dynamics Jor mode I given by 

x - Ax+ Bu+xo8 

y Cx+Du 

Yi 0, i E I 

Ui 0, i E Ie 

as equalities of distributions. We denote this solution by (uxo,I) xxo'! , yxO,I). 

(9a) 
, (9b) 

(9c) 

(9d) 

2. For all modes I there exist matrices FI and KI such that Jor all initial states Xo the smooth 
parts (u,x,y) := (u;g;/,x;g;/,y;g;/) oJ (uXO'!,xxo,l, yxoJ) are Bohtfunctions and satisfy 

X FIx 

U KIx 

Y = Cx+Du. 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

The matrices FI and KI only depend on the mode I and not on the particular Xo at hand. 

Proof. 

1. The existence and uniqueness of a solution for (9) for all initial states Xo is equivalent to 
the transfer matrix GIl. CI.(sT A)-l B.I + DJI being invertible as a rational matrix [18, 
Prop. 3.23, Thm. 3.24, Thm. 3.26]. This can also be seen from (17)-(18) below. Suppose 
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on the contrary that det G 1I( s) == O. Then there exists a rational vector v( 8) ¢. 0 such that 
G 11 (8 )V( 8) == O. Take (J > 0 such that v «(J) i- 0 and (JI - A is inverti bie. Define u as 

The triple 

il, .~ { ~,(U) 

u(t) = ue17t 

if i rf. I 
if i E I 

x(t) = «(JI A)-l Bue17t 

yet) G«(J)ueO"t 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

satisfies the system equations (1), where G(8) = C(8I A)-l B + D. Since (A, B, C, D) is 
passive, there exists a K > 0 such that the dissipation inequality 

holds for all to and tl with tl ~ to. It can be verified that u T (t)y(t) 
e217tv«(J)T GIJ«(J)v«(J) = 0 for all t. By letting to tend to -00, (16) results in 

o ~ x T (tI)Kx(tl) 

(16) 

for all tl' Because K > 0, this implies that x(td 0 for all tl' From (14) it follows that Bu O. 
Since B is of fuH column rank, u 0 and hence also v«(J) O. We reached a contradiction and 
consequently proved the first statement. 

2. This statement follows from [18, Thm. 3.10]. o 

Remark 3.4 In terms of Definition 3.2 in [22] the first property of Theorem 3.3 states that all 
modes are autonomous. To be specific, mode I is caBed autonomous (see also [22, Lemma 3.3]) 
if for all initial states Xo there exists a unique impulsive-smooth solution to (9). 

Remark 3.5 The positive realness of G(8) implies that G«(J) is nonnegative definite for all 
(J > O. Since a nonnegative definite matrix has only nonnegative principal minors [9, p. 153] 
and det Gn(s) ¢. 0 (as shown in the proof of Lemma 3.3), it follows that there exists a (Jo E R 
such that for all (J ;:: (Jo the principal minors of G«(J) are positive, i.e., det GII«(J) > 0 for all 
I ~ k. In terms of [9, Der. 3.3.1] this means that G«(J) is a P-matrix for all sufficiently large (J. 

The solutions (uxo '!, xxo,I, yXo'!) have rational Laplace transforms, denoted by (uxo '! (8), xxo,I (8), ro,I (I 
which satisfy 

SXXO ,! (s) 
yXO'! (s) 

y~o.I (s) 

il~~,I (s) 

AxXO'! (s) + Bilxo ,! (8) + Xo 

Cxxo.I (s) + Dilxo ,! (8) 

o 
O. 
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We introduce G(s) = O(8I A)-l B + D and R(s) = C(sI - A)-I. Since Gu(s) is invertible 
as a rational matrix (see the proof of Lemma 3.3), the equations (17) can be solved explicitly. 
This yields that the Laplace transforms (11xo ,! (s), j(xo,l (8), yXo'! (s» are given by 

11i°,!(s) -Gj} (S)RI.(S)XO 

11i2,1(8) = 0 

j(xo.I (8) = (8I A)-l Bxo + (8I - A)-l B11xo ,! (8) 

Yi~,1 (8) [R1c.(8) G1CI (s)Gj/(s) R1.(8)]XO 
~xo,1( ) 0 YI 8 . 

(lSa) 

(lSb) 

(1Sc) 

(lSd) 

(lSe) 

Hence, the solutions of the mode dynamics (9) are one-to-one related (by the Laplace transform 
and its inverse) to solutions satisfying (17). On the basis of this relation, we can prove that only 
Dirac impulses (and not its derivatives) show up in passive electrical networks with diodes. Note 
that this statement is implied by the fact that the Laplace transforms (iixo,l (8), j(xo,1 (s), yxo,1 (s» 
are proper for any Xo E lR~n and I C;;;; k. 

Theorem 3.6 Consider matrices A E Rnxn, B E jRnxk, 0 E jRkxn and D E jRkxk such that 
Assumption 2.2 is satisfied and (A, B, 0, D) represents a passive s·ystem. Then for each Xo ERn 
and I C;;;; k the Laplace transform 11xo ,1 (8) is proper. 

Proof. Denote 11xo ,1 (s) by u(s) for brevity. The triple 

u(t) = u(a)eCTt 

x(t) = (aI - A)-l Bu(a)et7t 

yet) = G(a)u(a)et7t 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

satisfies (1) for all a E jR such that aI - A is nonsingular. It follows from passivity that there 
exists a K > 0 such that for all tl and to with tl ~ to 

x T (tt}Kx(td x T (to)Kx(to) ~ tl u T (t)y(t)dt. (22) 
lto 

By substituting (19)-(21) into the dissipation inequality (22), one obtains 

u T (a)BT (aI - A)-T K(aI - A)-l Bu(a) ~ 2~ u T (a)G(a)u(o-). (23) 

Since K > 0, B has full column rank, and (aI A)-l = ~I + ahA + ~A2 + ... is strictly 
proper, there exists an Q: > 0 such that 

Q:
2

1Iu (a)11 2 ~ u T (a)BT (aI - A)-T K(aX - A)-l Bu(a) (24) 
a 

for all sufficiently large a. We know from (17) that u T (s )y( 8) = 0, where y( s) : = yxO,1 = 
C(8I - A)-lXO + G(s)u(s). Hence, the right-hand side of (23) satisfies 

1 1 
2a u T (a)G(a)u(a) 2a u T (a)O(aX - A)-lxo 

1 _ 
~ 2a110(aI - A) lxollllu(a)11 

f3 
~ 2a21Iu(a)llllxoli. (25) 
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The last inequality follows from the existence of a !3 > 0 such that IIC(O"I - A)-III ~ ~ for all 
sufficiently large 0". Thus, (23), (24) and (25) yield 

Ilu(O")1I ~ ! IIxoll (26) 

for all sufficiently large 0". Hence, u(s) must be proper. o 

The fact that solutions of linear passive networks with ideal diodes do not contain derivatives 
of Dirac impulses is widely believed true on "intuitive" grounds, but the authors are not aware 
of any previous rigorous proof. The framework proposed here makes it possible to prove the 
intuition. 

To summarize the discussion so far, it has been shown that instead of considering impulsive
smooth distributions as the solution space within a mode, we can restrict ourselves to Bohl 
distributions with impulsive part containing only Dirac impulses and not its derivatives (Le., Bohl 
distributions with proper rational Laplace transforms). 

Consider a solution to (9) for mode I and initial state xo. An important observation is that 
a nontrivial impuisive part of uXo '! will result in a re-initialization (jump) of the state. If 
Uimp =uOo (Le., U O lims-+oouxO,I(s), then ajump will take place according to 

X"eg(O+):= limxreg(t) Xo + BuD. 
40 

The proof can be found in [18]. 

(27) 

The following properties can be proven for the impulsive part of an impulsive-smooth distribution 
satisfying the mode dynamics. 

Lemma 3.7 Consider matrices A E ]Rnxn, B E ]Rnxk, C E Rkxn and D E ]Rkxk such that 
Assumption 2.2 is satisfied and (A, B, C, D) represents a passive system. Consider the impulsive
smooth solution (uxo.I, xIoJ, yxo,l) to (9) for mode I and initial state Xo. The impulsive pa,rt 
u~!; is given by uno for some vector Uo E ]Rk that satisfies UOT DuO = a and UOT C(xo+BuO) O. 

Proof. As stated before, the properness of uxo,l (8) implies that u::;;; uOo with UO = lims--too uXo '! (s). 
For brevity we will denote uxo ,1(s) by u(s) and yxo.I(s) by yes) in this proof. Take the power 
series expansion of u( 8) around infinity as 

u(s) = uo + UI S-1 + u2s-2 +... (28) 

Because for all i either Ui(S) == a or Yi(S) == 0, we have that 

u T (s)y(s) = U T (s)[C(sI A)-lxO + G(s)u(s)] O. 

Substituting (28) into this equality and considering the coefficients corresponding to 50 and S-1 

yield 

uOTDuO 0 

UO
T CXo + uOT Du1 + ulT DuO + uOT CBuo = o. 
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The relation (29) implies that 

(31) 

Now, (30) and (31) give 

(32) 

which establishes together with (29) the desired identities. o 

4 The rational complementarity problem 

In the previous section the dynamics within a mode (i.e., with a fixed state of the diodes) 
has been considered, while the inequality conditions have been neglected. However, a solution 
(uxo ,1, xxo,1, yxO,I) within a mode (9) will in general only be valid for a limited amount of time, 
since a change of mode (diode going from conducting to blocking or vice versa) may be triggered 
by the inequality constraints. Therefore, we would like to express some kind of "local nonneg
ativity." We call a (smooth) Bohl function v initially nonnegative if there exists an c > 0 such 
that v( t) ~ 0 for aU t E [0, €). Note that a Bohi function v is initially nonnegative if and only if 
there exists a (70 E R such that its Laplace transform iI(a) ~ ° for all (7 ~ ao. Hence, there is a 
connection between small time values for time functions and large values for the indeterminate 
s in the Laplace transform. This fact is closely related to the well-known initial value theorem 
(see e.g. [13]). The definition of initial nonnegativity for Bohl distributions will be based on this 
observation (see also [20,22]). 

Definition 4.1 We call a Bohi distribution v initially nonnegative, if its Laplace transform v(s) 
satisfies v( (j) ~ 0 for all sufficiently large real a. 

Remark 4.2 To relate the definition to the time domain, note that a scalar-valued Bohl distri
bution v without derivatives of the Dirac impulse (I.e., Vimp = v08 for some VO E R) is initially 
nonnegative if and only if 

1. Vo > 0, or 

2. V
O = 0 and there exists an E: > 0 such that Vreg ( t) ~ 0 for all t E [0, £). 

Definition 4.3 We caU a Bohl distribution (u, x, y) E Ci~;+k an initial solution to (3) with 
initial state Xo, if there exists an I ~ if, such that 

L (u, x, y) satisfies (9) for mode I and initial state Xo in the distributional sense and 

2. u, yare initially nonnegative. 

According to Lemma 3.3 condition 1 means that (u, x, y) = (uxo '!, xxo,1, yxo,1) for an LeS with 
(A, B, C, D) passive and satisfying Assumption 2.2. 
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Example 4.4 Consider the system x(t) = u(t), y(t) = x(t) together with (3c). This represents 
a system consisting of a capacitor connected to a diode. The current in the network is equal 
to u and the voltage across the capacitor is equal to y = x. For initial state x(O) = Xo = 1, 
(u, x, y) with u = 0 (no current) and y(t) = x(t) = 1 for all t E IR is an initial solution. This 
corresponds to the case that the diode is always blocking and there is no (nonzero) current in 
the network. To demonstrate that the distributional framework is needed, consider the initial 
state Xo 1, for which (u, x, y) with u = 8, x(t) = y(t) = 0, t > 0 is the unique initial solution. 
This corresponds to an instantaneous discharge of the capacitor at time instant O. Note that a 
state jump occurs at time 0 from -1 to O. 

We emphasize that an initial solution only satisfies the equations (3) in the following local sense. 
In case an initial solution has a nontrivial impulsive part, only the re-initialization as given in 
(27) forms a piece of the global solution. If the initial solution (u, x, y) is smooth, the largest 
interval on which (u, x, y) satisfies the equations (3) is equal to [0, E), where E is given by 

E. inf{t > 0 I Ureg,i(t) < 0 or Yreg,i(t) < 0 for some i E k}. (33) 

Example 4.5 Consider the network shown in Figure 2 with Rl = 2 fl, R2 1 fl, L = 1 H 
and C = 1 F. We introduce the variables Xl as the voltage across the capacitor, X2 the current 
through the inductor, -u the voltage across the diode and y the current through the diode. The 
system is governed by the equations 

Xl - X2 

X2 -Xl - 2X2 + u 

Y X2 + u 

together with the complementarity conditions (3c). For initial condition XI(O) -1, X2(O) 2, 

c 

Figure 2: A simple network. 

it can be verified that the unique initial solution (in the conducting mode) is given by u = 0, 
Xl(t) (t l)e- t , y(t) = X2{t) (2 t)e-t , t > O. This initial solution forms a part of the 
(global) solution on the interval [0, c) = [0,2). The time t = 2 is determined by the violation 
of the inequality constraint y(t) ~ 0 corresponding to the current through the diode becoming 
negative. This causes the diode to go from conducting to blocking. To determine the next 
part of the global solution, we have to find a continuation from initial state x(2) = (e-2 ,O)T, 
i.e., cletermining an initial solution with initial state (e-2,O)T. 
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Even when a solution within some mode exists and is unique given an initial state, it still might 
be possible that different modes give rise to different initial solutions. It is also possible that there 
are no initial solutions at all, i.e., no solution within a mode satisfies the initial nonnegativity 
conditions. We will start our investigation of well-posed ness for linear passive complementarity 
systems by studying existence and uniqueness of initial solutions. An important tool in existence 
and uniqueness of initial solutions is the rational complementarity problem (RCP) [20,43]. 

Definition 4.6 (The rational complementarity problem) Let the vector Xo E lRll and 
matrices A E lRnxn , B E lRnxk , C E lRkxn and D E lRkxk be given. The rational complementarity 
problem RCP(xo, A, B, C, D) is the problem of finding rational k-vectors u(s) E lRk(s) and 
yes) E lRk(S) such that 

1. for all s E <C 

yes) C(sI A)-lXO + [C(s1" - A)-IB + D]u(s) and u(s) .1 y(s), (34) 

and 

2. there exists a 0'0 E lR satisfying for all 0' > 0'0 

(35) 

Any pair of rational vectors (u(s),y(s) satisfying the above conditions is said to be a solution 
to RCP(xQ, A, B, C, D). If A, B, C and D are clear from the context, we also write RCP(xo) 
for brevity. 

From the definition of initial nonnegativity and (17), the following important relation is clear 
from [22]. 

Theorem 4.7 Consider the matrices A E Rnxn, B E lRnxk, C E Rkxn and D E Rkxk and 
assume that all modes of LCS(A, B, 0, D) are autonomous (see Remark 3.4). Then the followi.ng 
statements hold. 

• All initial soi'utions are of Bohl type. 

• There is a one-to-one correspondence between initial solutions to (3) and solutions to 
RCP(xo). More specifically, (u,x, y) is an initial solution to (3) if and only if its Laplace 
transform (u(s),x(s),y(s») is such that (iJ.(s),y(s») is a solution to RCP(xo) and 

(36) 

• The following statements are equivalent. 

1. There exists a unique in'itial solution to LCS(A, B, C, D) for in'itial state Xo. 

2. RCP(xo) has a, 'u.niq'U,e solution. 
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• The initial solution is smooth if and only if the corresponding solution to RCP(xo) is 
strictly proper. Similarly, the initial solution has an impulsive part containing only Dirac 
distributions (and not its derivatives) if and only if the corresponding solution to RCP(xo) 
is proper. 

As a consequence, studying existence and uniqueness of initial solutions is equivalent to studying 
existence and uniqueness of solutions to RCPs. In [20] necessary and sufficient conditions for 
existence and uniqueness of solutions to RCPs have been presented in terms of families of linear 
complementarity problems (cf. Definition 4.10 below). Based on this relation and the literature 
on linear complementarity problems the following result has been proven in [20]. 

Theorem 4.8 Consider matrices A E JR11xn I B E JRnxk, C E JRkxn and D E JRkxk such that 
Assumption 2.2 is satisfied and (A, B, C, D) represents a passive system. Then RCP(xo) has a 
unique soLution for all XQ. 

Theorem 4.7 now yields the following. 

Theorem 4.9 Consider matrices A E JR11X11
, B E Rnxk , C E Rkx

11 and D E JRkxk such that 
Assumption 2.2 is satisfied and (A, B, C, D) represents a passive system. Prom each initial state 
Xo there exists exactly one initial solution to LCS(A, B, C, D). 

According to Theorem 4.7 there exists a one-to-one relation between initial solutions and solu
tions to RCP. Since strictly proper Laplace transforms correspond to smooth Bohl distributions 
(Without Dirac impulses and jumps of the state variable), it is interesting to characterize the 
set of initial states for which the corresponding solution to the RCP is strictly proper. In the 
following theorem such an explicit characterization will be given. To formulate the theorem, we 
need the following concepts. 

Definition 4.10 Let a real vector q E JRk and a real matrix M E JRkxk be given. The linear 
complementarity problem with data q and M (LCP(q, .1\1)) is the problem of finding a real vector 
z E :IRk such that ° ~ z.-L(q + M z) ~ O. Any such vector z is called a solution to LCP(q, M). 

For an extensive survey on LCPs, we refer to [9]. The set of all solutions z to LCP(q, M) will 
be denoted by SOL(q,M). 

Remark 4.11 If (u(s),Y(s)) is a solution to RCP(xo,A,B,C,D), then u(a) is a solution to 
LCP(C(aI - A)-lXQ, G(O")) for all sufficiently large (real) a, where G(s) = C(sI - A)-l B + D. 

Remark 4.12 Several times we shall employ the following standard observation on solutions 
of LCP. If Zi E SOL(qi, Mi ) with i E {I, 2} then 

(ZI - Z2) T ((ql + MIZl) - (q2 + M2Z2)) 

= -z"'[ (q2 + M2Z2) - z! (ql + MIzl ) ~ o. 

Finally, a dual cone is defined as follows [9]. 
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Definition 4.13 Let Q be a nonempty set in Rk. The dual cone of Q, denoted by Q*, is defined 
as the set 

Q* = {w E Rk I w T V ~ 0 for all v E Q}. 

Theorem 4.14 Consider matrices A E lRnxn , B E Rnxk, C E lRkxn and D E Rkxk such that 
Assumption 2.2 is satisfied and (A, B, C, D) represents a passive system. Denote the solution 
set of LCP(O,D) by Q:= SOL(O, D). Furthermore, let (uxo(s),yxo(s)) be the (unique) solution 
to RCP(xo). The following assertions hold: 

1. For all Xo E Rn} C(xo + BuO) E Q* where Uo lims --+oo uxo(s). 

2. uxo (s) is strictly proper if and only if Cxo E Q*. 

3. lims--+oouxo(s) E Q. 

Proof. 

1: In view of Remark 4.11 and Remark 4.12, we have for each v E Q := SOL(a, D) that 

(uxo(a) v) T (C(aL - A)-I XO + G(a)uxo(a) - Dv) ~ a 

for all sufficiently large a. Since D ) a « 4a) yield s D + D T ~ a) and G (0') = C (aL - A) -1 B + D, 
we obtain 

(37) 

for all sufficiently large (J. Multiplying this relation by (J and letting 0' tend to infinity yields, 
since uxo(s) is proper, 

It follows from Lemma 3.7 that v T (Cxo + C B'I.I,o) ) 0 for all v E Q and thus C( Xo + BuO) E Q*. 

2: "only if": Suppose uxo{s) is strictly proper. Statement 1 and uO = 0 yield Cxo E Q*. 

"if": Suppose that Cxo E Q*. From Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 3.7 we obtain that 

uOTDuo a 
uOTCxo + uOTCBuo a 

(KB - CT)UO = 0 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

Since (uxo(s),yxo(s» is the solution to RCP(xo), uo ) 0 and DuO ~ 0. Together with (38), this 
gives '1.1..0 = lims --+oo uxo(s) E Q (this proves statement 3). 

From (40), we obtain uOTCBuo = 'uoTBT KBuo. Since '1.£0 E Q and Cxo E Q*, (39) gives 

° ) _'!.tOT Cxo UO
T C Buo uO

T B T K Buo ) O. 

1.5 



Finally, positive definiteness of K and the full column rank of B imply UO 0, i.e., uxo(s) is 
strictly proper. 

3: This has already been shown in the proof of statement 2. 0 

Theorem 4.14 has several immediate consequences. First, we introduce a definition. 

Definition 4.15 A state Xo is called regular for LCS(A, B, C, D), if the corresponding initial 
solution is smooth. The collection of regular states for a given quadruple (A, B, C, D) is denoted 
by'R. 

Since strictly proper Laplace transforms correspond to smooth Bohl distributions, statement 2 
in Theorem 4.14 gives a characterization of the regular states: Xo E n if and only if CXo E Q* 
with Q = SOLeD, D). As we shall see, this characterization plays a key role in the proof of global 
existence of solutions as the set of such initial states will be proven to be invariant under the 
dynamics. 

According to [9, Cor. 3.8.10 and Thm 3.1.7 (c)J and because D ~ 0 one has CXo E Q* if and 
only if LCP( CXo, D) is solvable. Hence, a test for deciding the regularity of an initial state 
consist of determining whether or not a certain LCP has a solution. In [3] it is stated that a 
we~l-designed circuit does not contain Dirac impulses. As a consequence, the characterization 
of n forms a verification of the synthesis of the network containing diodes. 

To give an idea about the structure of the cones Q* and n, a few examples are in order. 

Example 4.16 Consider the following situations. In each case we assume that the quadruple 
(A, B, C, D) is passive and satisfies Assumption 2.2. 

(a) If D = 0, then Q R~ and Q* Ri. Hence, n = {xo E Rn I CXo ~ OJ. 

(0 -1) (Ul) (6) If D = 1 0 ,then Q {U2 I UI ~ 0 and U2 OJ. Consequently, Q* 

O} and thus n = {xo E Rn I ChXo ~ OJ. 

(c) If D is positive definite, it follows that Q = {OJ, which implies that Q* 
n ]Rn. 

]Rk and thus 

A direct implication of the statements 1 and 2 in Theorem 4.14 is that, if smooth continuation 
is not possible for Xc, it is possible after one re-initialization. Indeed, by (27) the state after 
re-initialization is eq ual to Xo + Buo, if the impulsive part of the (unique) initial solution is equal 
to u06. According to the fact that the Laplace transform of an initial solution is a solution to 
the corresponding Rep (which is automatically proper), it follows that lims-toouxo(s) uO is 
indeed the coefficient determining the impulsive part. Since C(xo + BuO) E Q*, it follows from 
statement 2 that Xo + B1l0 is a regular state. Hence, from Xo + B'uo there exists a smooth initial 
solution. To summarize this discussion, we formulate a local existence result. 
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Theorem 4.17 Consider matrices A E IRnxn) B E lRnxk , C E IRkxn and D E IRkxk such that 
Assumption 2.2 is satisfied and (A, B, C, D) represents a passive system. For aU initial states 
xc, there exists a 'unique Boht distribution (u, x, y) defined on [0, E) for some E > 0 satisfying 
that 

1. there exists an initial solution (ii, X, y) such that 

(Uimp, Ximp, Yimp) (~mp, Ximp, Yimp). 

with iiimp = uno for some Uo E IRk) 

2. Xreg(O+) == Xo + Buo, and 

3. for all t E (O,E) 

Xreg(t) = xreg(O+) + fat [Axreg(r) + Bureg(r)]dr 

Yreg(t) = CXreg(t) + Dureg(t) 

o ~ ureg(t).lYreg(t);:':: O. 

5 Solution concept and global well-posedness 

In [20,22] a (global) solution concept has been introduced that is based on concatenation of 
initial solutions. In principle, this allows impulses at any mode transition time (necessary for 
e.g. unilaterally constrained mechanical systems). In the context of linear passive electrical 
networks with diodes, such a general notion of solution will not be needed. In fact, the solution 
concept as formulated in Theorem 4.17 will be extended such that mode changes are possible. 
This will be achieved by dropping the Bohl requirement and allowing £2 functions as regular 
parts. The function space £8(0, T) consists of the distributions of the form U Uimp + Ureg, 
where Uimp = uoo with Uo E IR and U 1'eg E £2(0, T). 

Definition 5.1 Consider matrices A E IRnxn, B E lRnxk , C E IRkxn and D E lRkxk such that 
Assumption 2.2 is satisfied and (A, B, C, D) represents a passive system. Let a time horizon T > ° and initial state Xo be given. (u, x, y) E £;+n+k(O, T) is called a solution to LCS(A, B, C, D) 
on [0, TJ, if 

1. there exists an initial solution (ii, y) such that 

2. Xreg(O+) = Xo + Buo with uO E IRk given by iiimp = uOo, and 

3. for almost all t E (0, T) 

Xreg(t) 

Yreg(t) 

° ~ 

Xreg(O+) + fat [Axreg(r) + Bureg(r)]dr 

CXreg(t) + Dureg(t) 

ureg(t)-.lY,-eg(t) ~ O. 
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We have already proven local well-posed ness (Theorem 4.17). The question arises whether global 
well-posed ness is also guaranteed. 

5.1 Global existence 

We now come to the main existence result of this paper. 

Theorem 5.2 Consider matrices A E lRnxn , B E lRnxk , C E lRkxn and D E jRkxk such that 
Assumption 2.2 is satisfied and (A, B, C, D) represents a passive system. Then, for all initial 
states Xo and all T > ° the system LCS(A, B, 0, D) has a solution on [0, T] in the sense of 
Definition 5.1. 

Proof. The construction of a solution will be based on concatenation of initial solutions. Theo
rem 4.17 implies that a solution (u, x, y) exists on [0, ·Tt) (take 71 as large as possible, i.e., equal 
to e as in (33)) from initial state Xo. Note that x(O+) En and that (ureg , xreg ' Yreg) is part of 
a smooth initial solution with initial state xreg(O+). Since t I-t (Ureg, x reg ' Yreg)(t + p) forms a 
smooth initial solution for any p E (0,71), we have that Xreg(P) E R for all p E (0, '71). Since 
(ureg , xreg ' Yreg) is a Bohl function, the limit limttTl Xreg(t) = Xreg (71) exists. The c10sedness of 
R (follows from statement 2 in Theorem 4.14) implies that X(71) E R. Due to local existence 
of solutions and x(n) E R, there exists a smooth continuation (a smooth initial solution) from 
X(71) that defines a solution on [0,72) with 72 > 71. This construction can be repeated as long as 
the limit limttT x(t) exists, where [0,7) is the time-interval on which a solution has been gener
ated so far. An obstruction to the existence of a global solution (on [0, TJ) can only be that the 
intervals of continuation [Ti' Ti+l) are getting smaller and smaller such that limi-too Ti = T* < T 
and limttT* x(t) does not exist. To complete the proof we will show the existence of the latter 
limit under any circumstances. 

Suppose the maximal interval on which a solution (u, x, y) can be defined is [0, T*), T* < T. 
According to Lemma 3.3 there is at most exponential growth (x FIx) between mode changes. 
For shortness we drop the su bscript Teg in the remainder of the proof. Since x is continuous 
on (0, T*), this implies that x is bounded (say Ilx(t)11 ~ M for all t E [0, T*)). On an interval 
(s, t) ~ [0,7*) where (u, x, y) is governed by the dynamics x = FIx of mode I, the following 
estimate holds 

IIxCt) - xes) II IIeF1(t-s)x(s) - x(s)11 ~ CI It - s I IIx(s) II ~ elM It - s I . (41) 

I 

Indeed, note that the matrix function t H etFt-X is bounded (by CI) on [O,T*). Hence, for 
(s, t) ~ [0,7*) with x possibly evolving through several modes we get from (41) that 

IIx(t) - X(s) II ~ M ma1CCI It - s I . 
It;;;k 

This implies that x is Lipschitz continuous on [0, ) and thus also uniformly continuous. It 
follows from a standard result in mathematical analysis [37, ex. 4.13] that x* := limttT" x(t) 
exists. From the construction above it can be derived that xU) En for all t E [0,7*) and hence, 
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x* E n, which implies that smooth continuation is possi bie (local existence) from x* beyond r*. 
This contradicts the definition of r*. Hence, existence of a solution on [0, T] is guaranteed. 0 

5.2 Uniqueness 

It can easily be seen that the solutions obtained by the construction in Theorem 5.2 must be 
unique, because the initial solutions are unique (see e.g. [20]). However, it might be possible 
that a different construction yields other solutions. The following theorem states that this is 
not the case. 

Theorem 5.3 Consider matrices A E jRnxn, B E jRnxk, G E jRkxn and D E jRkxk such that 
Assumption 2.2 is satisfied and (A, B, G, D) represents a passive system. Then for aU initial 
states Xo and aU final times T > 0 there exists at most one sol'ution (u, x, y) E £~+n+k[o, T] to 
LGS(A, B, G, D) in the sense of Definition 5.1, 

Proof. Suppose that two solutions (u, x, y) and (u', x', y') exist in the sense of Definition 5.l. 
According to Corollary 4.9 there exists exactly one initial solution from the initial state Xo. This 
implies that the impulsive parts of (u,x,y) and (u',x',y') must be the same and moreover, that 
the re-initialization from Xo must be unique so that x(O+) = x'(O+). Clearly, (u-u', x-x', y-y') 
satisfies (1) from initial state 0 and is smooth. The dissipation inequaiity yields 

lat[u(r) - u'(r)]T[y(r) - y'(r)]dr ~ 
[x(t) x'(t)]T K[x(t) x'(t)] 

for all t E (0,00). From the fact that u, u', y and y' are nonnegative almost everywhere and the 
complementarity of (u,y) and (u',y'), we obtain 

Hence, 

[x(t) - x'(t)]T K[x(t) - x'(t)] ~ ° 
for all t E (0,00). Since K > 0, we obtain x(t) = x'(t) for all t. Since B is of full column rank, 
it follows that u = u' and y = y' almost everywhere. 0 

Since the global solution is unique, the solution must be equal to the one constructed in the 
proof of Theorem 5.2. This characterizes the nature of solutions to linear passive complemen
tarity systems. Between mode changes the trajectories are of Bohl type and thus real-analytic. 
Moreover, the set e of mode transition times is right-isolated, i.e., for all r E e there exists an 
a> 0 such that (r, r + a) n e is empty. 
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Remark 5.4 The fact that the set of mode transition times £ is right-isolated can also be 
formulated as follows: there do no exist left-accumulation points! of mode transition times in 
the solutions defined by Definition 5.1. However, we cannot exclude the existence of right
accumulation points in general on the basis of this paper. Using a result in [21] it can be proven 
that for a linear passive network with one diode satisfying Assumption 2.2 and D = 0 also 
right-accumulations do not occur. 

6 Conclusions 

Linear passive electrical circuits with ideal diodes have been studied in the context of linear com
plementarity systems, with the aim of establishing a rigorous basis for the analysis of numerical 
methods for the transient simulation of switched electrical networks. The companion paper [6] 
deals with the question whether the approximated time functions obtained by a time-stepping 
method [4,24,38] converge to the true transient solution of the network model. To answer such 
a question, one needs of course a definition of what should be understood by the transient true 
solution. This question has been dealt with in this paper and formal proofs were given for the 
existence and uniqueness of solutions. Moreover, several regularity properties of the solutions 
have been proven which will be used in the companion paper [6]. In particular, it has been 
shown that derivatives of Dirac impulses do not occur and that Dirac impulses happen only at 
the initial time instant; also the set of regular states has been exactly characterized. 

Networks with internally triggered switches have discrete as well as continuous characteristics. 
From this point of view, the paper proposes a systematic modeling framework and a precise 
notion of solution for a class of networks of such a mixed nature. Systems consisting of continuous 
dynamics (differential equations) and switching logic are sometimes called "hybrid systems" and 
receive currently much attention from both control theorists [2,28] and computer scientists [34]. 
Hybrid systems are encountered in various research programs ranging from switching controllers, 
unilaterally constrained mechanical systems, piecewise linear systems, and switched electrical 
networks to hydraulic systems with valves. Since the underlying problems for these systems 
are essentially the same, all these research programs may benefit from a general theory as is 
currently being developed for complementarity systems. 
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point T is called a left-accumulation point of £ C; JR, if there exists a sequence {T.}iEN with Ti E £ such that 
Ti > T and Iimi->e<> Ti = T. A right-accumulation point is defined by changing ">" into "<". 
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